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Abstract. In this paper, we give a detailed study of the problem of 
optimally comparing a set of t test treatments to a set of s controls under 
a O-way elimination of heterogeneity model. The relationships between 
designs that are A and MV-optimal for comparing the test treatments to 
the controls and those that are A and MV-optimal for comparing all 
treatments are also studied. 
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1. Introduction 

In this paper, we consider the problem of comparing s standard 
treatments or controls, denoted by 1, 2,..., s to t test treatments, denoted by 
s + 1, . . . ,o where o =  s +  t >  3, s <  t. We shall assume that there are n 
experimental units available for testing, and that a completely randomized 
design is to be used for comparing the treatments. Any allocation of 
treatments to experimental units is called a design, which we denote by d. 
Under a given design d, rdi is used to denote the number of  experimental 
units to which treatment i is assigned, i = 1,..., o. The model assumed for 
analyzing the data from a given design d is the 0-way elimination of  
heterogeneity model, which specifies that an observation ydij (the j- th 
observation on treatment i under d)  can be expressed as 

(1.1) YdO" = ti + eU, i = 1,..., O, j = 1,..., rdi, 

where li represents the effect of  treatment i and the e,~.'s are independent  
random error terms having expectation zero and constant variance o .2 . 
Since the value of  a z does not have an effect on any of  the computat ions or 
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